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SUMMARY

This ..prosject upon which the report is base was conaucted under a cy-ant

from the Division of Occupational Research and Development of the Texas Edu-

cation Agency (TEA) and under the auspices and formula-matched fundinc

'.he University of Houston. The project functioned as an operational unit

of the univrsity's Center for Human Resources of the Coll>>ge of Business

Administration. The TEA .grant colien172A in July, 1971, and was to terminate

the end of December, 1972. For purposes of putting final inclusions in the

project report and for its publication, the termination date was extended

to the end of February, 1973.

The projeCt staff was responsible to the Director of the Center for

Human Resources (who also worked as a co-investigator of the project), and.

consisted of a Director, an Associate Director, three Research Associates

or Assistants, and a large number of student assistants, all based in Houston.

Additional contracted personnel were employed in local communities to assist

in the field operation phase of the project.

The instruments used in the field phase of the project, and the number

of each submitted to analysis were as follows:

Form A: Vocational education (VE) students 1056

Form B: Nonvocational education (Non-VE) students 637

Form C: Vocational education' graduates 62

Form D: High school dropouts 146

Form E: Employers 45

Form F: Parents of vocational education students 90

Form G; Community (school personnel, placement

personnel, community leaders) 105
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A total, thus, of 2141 instruments were accumulated and analyzed. The

A and B instruments were identical w4th -., exception of three pages at the

end for VE studen., A) only They were, --Jius, combined into a common Form

A/B administered in fThe 'Jame w,iy to both Ipes of students with special

instructions for VE -.Jdents_

All instrumenl, were pretsted in Corpus Christi, and final version-,

were administered commu,7ties in foli geographically and/or socio-

logically dis-3r.-31.3 of Texas: Majc-- :Iland cities--Houston, San fnn.onio

and Austin; West Texa17--E1 Paso Mid- Middle Rio Grande

--Lareco, De' d .,agle Pass, Lower- :alley Brownsville and

McAllen.

Both VE and Non-VE students were sampled systematically, a technique.

that approximates probability sampling, in each community. Purposive repre-

sentative samples were selected of all other groups in each community through

leads provided by community liaison people. The project staff cautions over-

inference from any of these samples to populations that markedly differ from

those studied but, when applied to analogous populations, the observations

should possess logical validity.

The tables generated for use in the report were derived, in large part,

from computer output of the Univac 1108 installation at the University of

Houston. Both prepared and special programs were used in the generation of

analytical materials.

The entire project was monitored and assisted by an Advisory Board

consisting of prominent and knowledgeable representatives of educational

systems at the secondary and post-secondary levels, placement agencies,

state entities concerned with vocational/technical education, and community
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agencies , rving.the disadvantaged ^uerican pop'ation. The

Chairman the Board was the president no Houston community College

System.

The tuation of Mexican Ameri,- s in -eras and in the nation was

reviewed o :-ovide a bacKground ga r,h c --e ob:,ervE,tions made in

this :epc A be seen .7 luc'

prof': , tr11-.? can H--_,ricLTI in reveals that

he is more economically and educationally disadvantaged than his Anglo

American counterpart. While the pattern of deprivation is similar in all

parts of.the state, the intensity of deprivation varies from region to re-

gion. The counties along the United States-Mexico border, where the con-

centration of Mexican Americans is the highest, are the areas in which

Mexican Americans experience the highest levels of unemployment, the lowest

per capita income, and the lowest level of educational attainment. Mexican

Americans living in large cities in Texas tend to experience lower unem-

ployment rates, have higher per capita incomes and have a higher level of

educational attainment than Mexican Americans in other parts of the state.

However, even in the large cities, their socioeconomic indicators are still

lower than for the general population.

A review of pertinent literature for the nation as a whole suggests

that the relationship between Mexican American culture and their status in

society--socially, economically and educationally--is still somewhat con-

troversial. It is apparent that those persons who come from an economically

disadvantaged environment, and one in which academic success is not empha-

sized or rewarded, are hindered in their intellectual and academic develop-

ment. It appears that although the Mexican American continues to lag behind
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the general population in educational and erployment attainment, some im-

provement in socioeconomic status seems to be taking place. This may be

associated with the fact that Mexican Americans themF,-Ive-. ginning

a more ac . le in their own affai

Additional background to the observations made in this report was

presented in an overview of the development and present circumstance of

vocational/technical education as it affects young people who are trying

to make the transition between high school Lnd the world of work. They

are often handicapped by a lack of adequate or appropriate knowledge,

training and skills (occupational, social and academic). Disadvantaged

youth, especially those from minority groups, are characterized by the

same inadequacies but more severely.

Attempts to alleviate some of these problems have increased the scope

of vocational education and prompted the initiation of a "career education"

approach in many educational systems throughout the country.

In Texas, as throughout the country, vocational education programs are

increasing. The state government and TEA have given it more attention and

have also made strong positive commitments toward both vocational and career

education. Texas has made progress in the implementation of vocational

programs. However, such gains have in many instances not been made fully

available to those segments of society which need them most: the socioeco-

nomically disadvantaged. Most Mexican Americans in Texas fall into this

category.

An examination of the ethnic structure of the Texas labor force indi-

cates" that Mexican Americans hold a disproportiofiate share of the common

labor, semiskilled and farm jobs. On the other hand, Arglo Americans have
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a disproportionate share of the professional, technical, manaaerial, cler-

ical and sales positions. Mexican Americans and Anglo Americans are about

equally likely to hold craftsmen and foremen jobs. In general, Mexican

Americans are more likely have blue-collar jobs, Anglo Americans white-

collar jobs. This pattern exists in all four of the regions surveyed as

well as in the state as a whole. Since Mexican Americans constitute a solid

majority of both the population and labor force in a number of the cities

surveyed, it can be concluded that Mexican Americans do not gain substantial

economic benefits simply because they comprise a numeric majority in a

given area. Even in areas where Mexican Americans account for over 75 per-

cent of the labor force Anglo Americans are still more likely to have

white-collar jobs.

When vocational education enrollment patterns are compared to current

labor force structure and projected occupational demand, it appears that a

serious mismatch exists between the skills demanded by the labor market

and the training provided by high school vocational programs. This mismatch

exists both for the overall enrollment patterns and for tie specific enroll-

ment patterns of Mexican Americans.

Many Mexican Americans in Texas support the concept of ocational edu-

cation. Some, however, voice misgivings about the operation and administra-

tion of such programs, and others believe that Mexican American children are

tracked into vocational curricula and thus deprived of the opportunity for a

college education. Vocational education still suffers from an "image"

problem in the Mexican American community. Many Mexican American parents

prefer that their Children follow a college preparatory rather than a
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vocational curriculum because society, in general, confers more prestige on

occupations which require higher education.

Students

Student respondents were selected by a systematic sampling procedure,

controlling for grade and ethnicity. Only a few students were from the

ninth grade, the others were from the tenth through twelfth grades. All

respondents were Mexican American.

The VE and Non-VE samples were not selected on the basis of any other

characteristics or attributes, pat there is a strong similarity between

them. VE students were somewhat older and slightly more advanced in school

than Non-VE students; they had a larger proportion of males, and they had

more native-born parents. VE students also had more family wage earners ir

the skilled crafts than their Non-VE counterparts. Both samples can other-

wise be described as consisting of young unmarried Mexican American high

school students, Texas-born American citizens, of relatively large families

whose parents had little formal education (about the sixth grade on the

average). The head-of-household of students' families were generally the

father, usually an unskilled or semiskilled worker. A striking majority of

the students came from families of low social status, significantly lower

than might be expected judging from comparable data for the state as a

whole, a factor that may be explained by an unavoidable bias in the local

selection of student samples.

Many students, but not a majority, worked out of school, averaging

$1.67 per hour , with VE students dedicating more hours to such employment

than Non-VE students. Students' attitudes toward life, school, and cultural
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orientations were similar for both samples, with VE students favoring those

aspects of existence, within and outside of school, supportive :)f vocational/

technical training for themselves and fo others. VE students %new much more

than their Non-VE counterparts about vocational education offerings, but nei-

ther sample indicated that they wished to know more about such programs.

As sources of assistance in finding jobs while in school or upon gradu-

ation, the importance of parents, friends, and school counselors was empha-

sized by both samples. Of particular interest is the importance attributed

to vocational education teachers a!", job counselor:; and as resources in finding

jobs. All students gave indications of their need for preparation for Lhe

problems of the world of work and strongly supported the idea of a specia

course in job-hunting problems while in school. Both groups of students

showed relatively accurate knowledge of the characteristics of job holders

at various levels of the occupational hierarchy.

For both samples, it is apparent that parents are strongly supportive

of their children's educational programs but do not have much personal input

in them and do not participate in school-oriented activities.

As students view their future, it appears that few of either sample

engage in unrealistic fantasies and, although there are differences in how

both samples see their "ideal" and "real" future jobs, they show an essential

pragmatism with regard to the coming years.

Nowhere is this pragmatic approach to life more obvious than in the views

of both samples concerning post-high school alternatives. For both VE and

Non-VE students a marked first preference. was to find a steady job. A second

alternative for VE students was to attend a school or institute for post-

secondary advanced vocational/technical training, and for Non-VE students, to attend



a college or university--both alternatives not surprising in light of their

secondary school orientations.. But the first alternative--a steady job-

is most remarkable, and demands some further explication.

About the same time as this project was in its field phase, the Texas

State Technical Institute (TSTI) was testing an instrument 'esigned to assist

local school district administrators and counselors in appraising post-secon-

dary educational needs. The instrument was tested in North-Central Texas,

in the South Plains, and in a school district north of Houston. The lead

item in this instrument dealing with post-high school alternatives was ac-

tually borrowed and modified from an item in an early version of this pro-

ject's Form A/B. This allows for some comparisons between respondents in

both projects. Almost four times more students in our samples than in the

TSTI samples preferred a steady job; more than twice the number of our sam-

ples than the TSTI samples were thinking of the military service; and not

even half as many of our samples as the TSTI samples were considering a college

or university.

The TSTI samples were .drawn from all high school students in the sampled

areas regardless of ethnicity and socioeconomic position. Our A and B sam-

ples were Mexican American and disproportionately from families of lower

social strata. In essence, the TSTI profile of responses represents an over-

view of post-high school alternatives for the general, predominantly Anglo

American, predominately middle class, high school population. This project's

profile of responses, on the other hand, is that of an ethnically distinct,

poverty-bound, high school population. Poor young people; especially Mexican

American poor young people, approach their future lives with a profound

realism that cannot dismiss the need 'tor immediate and steady employment
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from their vision of a future life. Their dreams are constrained and molded

in terms of their life experiences or perhaps, even as teenagers, they have

already abandoned dreaming,

As the data on post-high school alternatives are reviewed, it is apparent

that both VE and Non-VE students exhibit a strong tendency to think of the

future as a logical extension of the present. Whether expressing their de-

sires for location of a possible university or technical institute they might

attend, or of the possible location of their own business, or of the place

they might be stationed while in the military service, there is a singular

tendency to want locations to be close to home. VE students especially see

their future as job-focused and value their vocational education as a vehicle

leadidg to a more adequate job-life (for which they feel more adequately pre-

pared than Non-VE students).

Female respondents of both samples show a general rejection of the

"stay-at-home-mother-wife" configuration traditionally assigneo to Mexican

American women. They see education as their right, and their future plans

are strongly biased in favor of working, if not married. Even if married,

although most would opt for the traditional role, almost half the girls in

both VE and Non-VE samples would want to work.

Regarding the possibility of moving away from one's home, about three

out of ten of both samples would not consider migrating. Those that would

consider migration indicated that they would do so chiefly for job-essoc:ated

reasons, Non-VE students more than VE students believing that there were

less economic opportunities in their home cities.

A number of special items in the A/B instrument were addressed only VE

students, and a number of special tabulations were made only for VE students.
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Almost half of the VE sample were in Trade and Industrial Education programs

(OE Classification, 17), the most popular of these, Automotive Mechanics.

The median number of semesters in vocational education programs was 2.25.

Of those who held out-of-school jobs, half indicated that these jobs were

directly or indirectly related to their in-school programs. Most instrumen-

tal in helping students select a vocational/technical alternative in high

school were vocational education teachers, parents, and school counselors.

The most important means of learning about vocational education programs for

students in the sample was through friends at school and through school

counselors. The most important personal reasons for selecting such programs

were that tliey might help to learn a skill and that they were interesting.

VE students, in general, definitely liked the programs in which they were

enrolled, wished to remain in these programs, and felt they would be helpful

in the future. Only a third of the VE sample felt that their programs would

not be related to future jobs or did not know if they would be related to

future jobs. More than four out of ten noted that Spanish was often or

occasionally used by their vocational education teachers, although eight of

ten felt that the use of both Spanish and English could be helpful to them.

In a number of limited comparisons between male and female VE students,

few attitudinal differences were noted. Female students were more inclined

than male students to see school work as a preparation for citizenship, liked

school better, were more positive about the value of vocational education,

and considered dropping out less. Females also stressed more the general

value of education, the need for happiness in work more than money, and seemed

to like the idea of work more than their male peers. Male VE students appeared

to be more culturally conservative than females by being somewhat more
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supportive of the idea of limiting education for girls and by not encouraging

them to work. Females indicated a greater need to plan for their futures

and to better their abilities to Speak both English and Spanish.

Although there are differences in minor post-high school alternatives,

the three major alternatives--a steady job, post-secondary vocational/tech-

nical training, and college--are the same for both male and female students.

Post-high school alternatives for VE students, cross tabulated by grade,

age, nativity of father, recion of state, .nd social 'atus, indicate that

the first alternative is consistently the same--a job after high school.

Variations in choice patterns differ from one control variable to another,

but the major alternatives, though differing in intensity of choice, remain

essentially the same.

Vocational Education Graduates

Like the students, VE graduates were mostly single, and reported low

educational and occupational levels for their parents. Most VE graduates

indicated they came from lower class families.

The VE graduates had been active in school activities while in high

school, and felt their education should have provided them with both general

and specific skills. They described the typical VE student as practical and

as a person concerned with making a living and getting a good job.

The need to get a job was especially evident when the post-high school

experience of the graduates was described. Nearly all the respondents had

worked at some time since graduation, mostly in "2000" and '3000" series jobs

(Dictionary of Occupational Titles classes). Only half felt that their high

school training was related to their post-high school jobs.
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The desire for further education or training was expressed by nearly

all of the VE graduates. Many reported taking some type of advanced training

since leaving school, indicating that their initial experience in the job

market revealed a need for further education.

Graduates also endorsed the idea of an occupational education course in

high school to aid students in job hunting.

Cultural stereotypes were not evident from the responses of VE graduates

concerning goals and future plans. Girls wanted to work, even after mar-

riage. All the graduates were future-oriented and proud of their cultural

heritage. The graduates were quite willing to migrate, apparently recog-

nizing the economic limitations of their home city. About one-third of the

VE graduates did not expect to attain their ideal work choice in life.

As with other groups interviewed, the parents of VE graduates had been

passively supportive of their children's education, but did not actively

participate in school activities.

Dropouts

Dropouts came from poor families, and often were themselves principal

wage-earners. The need to get a job was of primary concern to them and,

indeed, was the major reason for leaving school.

The dropouts' perceptions of vocational education indicated their em-

phasis on the potential benefits which might be gained by an increased

level of skills. The typical VE student was described as one who has to

make a living, who is interested in "rear things, and who is too poor to

make it in college. The dropouts themselves listed learning a skill which

would increase their chance of getting a job and making a living as princi-

pal reasons for entering vocational education programs.
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The post-high school experience of most of the dropouts included employ-

ment of some type as well as some form of vocational or on-the-job training.

Several respondents reported periods of unemployment, indicating some dif-

ficulty in finding jobs.

Job hunting itself left many of the dropouts with the feeling that young

people were viNcd unfavorably by employers. They felt that both age and

ethnicity were factors affecting the availability of jobs.

Particularly interesting were the dropouts' attitudes toward Mexican

nationals. More than did the VE students, dropouts viewed Mexican nationals

as direct competition. They felt that employers gave preference to Mexican

nationals for certain jobs. Dropouts did not feel "green carders" should

be allowed to work in the United States.

Dropouts recognized the necessity of leaving their home city in search

of employment. Reasons for leaving included the lack of jobs and the low

pay level in the home city.

For advice concerning both school and work, dropouts usually went to

their family and friends. School personnel and employment counselors were

rarely mentioned, indicating a lack of interaction between school personnel

and the dropouts while they were students. Parents were reported to support

children's school activities, but were not actively involved.

Occupational knowledge was seen as important by dropouts, and eight out

of ten would have been interested in a course dealing with occupational

awareness and job hunting while they were still in school.

Employers

Employers contacted viewed vocational education in the high schools

rather positively, but many felt that the real training that young people
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acquired came from on-thc-job experience. As one employer stated, "I think

it is up to the schools to provide the student with entry level or basic

skills--we will then train the student in a specific skill."

Employers felt that high school vocational programs were doing a better

job than general or academic programs in preparing a student for the real-

ities of the world of work. Lack of experience, lack of skills, and the

inability of students to present themselves favorably were the three major

problems employers thought were faced by young people in job-seeking.

Employers saw language and close family ties as retarding cultural fac-

tors for Mexican Americans. Introduction of job orientation or "human re-

lations courses" in the high schools were seen by employers as the best

methods of alleviating job hunting problems among youth, especially Mexican

American youth. Employers felt that closer cooperation with schools and

increased placement activities by the schools would benefit job-bound students.

Parents

Parents of VE students were heads of moderate sized, relatively stable

families. Their main concern was about economic problems, a fact not sur-

prising since their socioeconomic status was low.

Parents were supportive of thefi children's education experience, en-

couraging them to complete high school. Their perceptions of what the

school should do included general skills training as well as specific tech-

nical training. They felt vocational education would be beneficial to

their children, but they were not as enthusiastic about these programs as

were VE students.

Parents felt their children would get a job or go to college upon gradu-

ation from high school, although they were less optimistic about the occupational
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level that could be achieved by their children than were students themselves.

Success was defined as "job satisfaction" rather than the amount of money

made, and this attitude corresponds to that of VE students.

Parents, like VE students, did not fit a cultural stereotype. They

favored women working even more strongly than the students, perhaps becuse they

recognized the practical benefits of a second income in a family group.

Parents were future-oriented, and were proud of their ethnic heritage.

In general, the need for their children to make a living was of major

concern to parents.

Community and School

Community and school informants interviewed generally exhibit a positive

attitude toward vocational education. Many, however, expressed reservations

about the adequacy and administration of high school vocational education

as a career alternative for Mexican American youth.

Some community and school people felt that vocational programs were not

meeting local needs because of inadequate instruction. They believed that

many Mexican American children received inadequate or no counseling at all

and, consequently, school districts needed to expand and improve counseling

services. Some felt that Mexican American students were often channeled

or "dumped" into vocational education and, therefore, they could not whole-

heartedly endorse existing vocational programs. They wished to see a better

screening process for prospective vocational students. In addition, many

persons interviewed believed that more Mexican American students should be

encouraged to attend a college or university, for they viewed vocational

education as a secondary choice. It became evident that vocational education

still suffers from an image problem in the Mexican American community.
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Lespito the reservations toward vocational education expressed by commu-

nity and school people, they felt that many of these problems could be over-

come by initiating changes in school systems and by modifying attitudes in

the community. They called for more inter- and intra-school communication,

among vocational teachers, counselors, administrators and the community at

large. Such changes could be stepping stones to a more general acceptance

of vocational education as. a viable career alternative for all youth, par-

ticularly for Mexican American youth.

Community and school informants were in agreementi however, that voca-

tional. :programs did a better job than general or academic programs in pre-

paring:youth for euployment. Most felt that young people acquired occupa-

tional skills mainly through on -the -job experience, on their own initiative,

or through high school vocational programs. Although many did not believe

that community colleges provided good job-oriented training, they indicated

that these types .of institutions will become increasingly important in the

future.

Coitmunity and school respondents cited an almost equal number of advan-

tages as of disadvantages-for Mexican American students participating in

vocatiomal education. The disadvantages correspond to the above-cited

reservations concerning vocational education, while the advantages included

the provision of work experience and skill training which could lead to

opportunities for better jobs and higher wages.

CoMmunity and school respondents listed several areas in which they

believed students would encoulter problems in obtaining jobs. Lack of jobs

and low was locally were seen as major problems, particularly in the

south Texas. and border areas. Inadequacies in training and education, poor
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job orientation, and lack of experience were seen as problems characteristic

of youth in general. Bad work habits and negative work attitudes were also

seen as, being detrimental to the employability of young people. In addition,

they saw Mexican American youth encountering other difficulties. Language

problems, an inability to sell themselves to employers; discrimination, and

the "green card" competition in the border areas, considerably hindered the

employment possibilities for Mexican American youth. Some respondents felt

that low aspirations and a seeming lack of confidence in job-seeking were

negative factors associated with Mexican American cultural background. On

the other hand, others believed that being bilingual was a tremendous asset

possessed by many Mexican American young people, but that it was not fully

utilized by them.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Manpower Background

The nation has been in the throes of developing a manpower policy

throughout the 1960's and into the 1970's, ilnd in the past two or three

years states themselves have been concerned with manpower policy. Gen-

erally speaking, manpower policy would encompass a study of the labor force

and the supply of jobs and developing jobs, the resultant demand for work-

ers to fill those jobs (especially in terms of the education and training

needed to fill them), and finally the matching of workers with jobs. Since

the early 1960's the nation has not been able to supply adequately educated,

trained workers to fill developing jobs. Since the education and training

received in vocational education is more directly related to the labor force

than other education at the high school level, it must be an integral part

of manpower policy in the state, and the very success of manpower policy may

depend upon the pattern of vocational education. With this in mind, it is

well to look at some of the broad aspects of manpower, especially in terms

of the role of vocational education, before proceeding to recommendations

resulting from this project.

In terms of the demand for workers in the State of Texas due to

expansion and replacement for the period 1968-1975, it is important to

notice that more than a quarter of a million, or 20 percent, of all the



jobs developed during this period will be in clerical occupations. This

is closely followed by professional and technical jobs, which make up 18.8

percent of the developing jobs, and service occupations at 18 percent.

Approximately 8.2 percent of the demand is for sales workers. These per-

centages indicate that more than two-thirds of the developing jobs to which

vocational education can relate are in white-collar and service categories.

Blue-collar jobs make up only 23 percent of the total--almost evenly split

between craft and semiskilled occupations. The farmer and farm worker

category makes up only 1 percent of the total. Mexican American workers on

a statewide basis are much less likely to fill white-collar jobs than are

Anglo Americans and more likely to fill blue-collar and farm jobs. All of

this is very significant for vocational education, as it can be a major

vehicle for imparting the training which will aid in matching workers with

jobs, and it especially car be the vehicle to educate and train Mexican

Americans so that they will have an equitable share of the better paying,

more highly skilled jobs.

Unfortunately, the statewide experience of vocational education would

indicate that it does not serve as this important manpower vehicle, either

generally or for Mexican Americans specifically, and it will not serve in

the future if past trends are to continue. True, there has been an increase

in the number of students enrolled in vocational education in recent years,

and more than 40 percent of all high school students have some vocational

courses today. However, this percentage is less than the percent in voca-

tional education twenty years ago. More important, however, is the distri-

bution of these courses. In the 1971-72 school year, more than 53 percent
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of VE students enrolled in Useful Homemaking. When vocational agriculture

is added, more than 70 percent of all VE students are involved in just these

two areas. The number in vocational agriculture alone is more than five times

the total number of job opportunities estimatA for the 1968-75 period

Even in the face of this imbalance, the number of teacher units has in-

creased in both of these areas. While a majority of all jobs which can

be related to vocational education are developing in the clerical, sales,

health, and technical occupations, less than 11 percent of all VE students

are enrolled in courses related to these occupations. It is apparent that

far too few students are enrolled in these areas, and Mexican American

students are even less likely to be enrolled in them.

In summary, this look at the manpower environment indicates that

Mexican Americans are poorly represented in the statewide labor force, and

historically there has been a gap between developing jobs and vocational

patterns which would affect all VE students--especially the Mexican

American VE students.

The Nature of These Recommendations

One of the objectives of this project was to submit recommendations

to the Texas Education Agency for possible assistance to the agency itself

and to others concerned with Mexican American youth and vocational/techni-

cal education in the state and elsewhere. The recommendations were made

on the basis of the analysis of data gathered, reinforced by observation

and discussion in the field.
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This study has been a limited empirical attempt to understand the

dynamics of some phenomena which previously had rot been well understood.

If the research effort has been earthbound and cautious, the recommendations

stemming out of the project's work are limited and specific--limited in the

sense that they are bound by the parameters of the project, and specific in

the sense that they may now be acted upon realistically by the individuals

and agencies concerned.

Recommendations are functions of needs, felt or perceived. The authors

have accepted the roles of interpreters and synthesizers of the needs ex-

pressed, directly or indirectly, by the respondents and informants. They

have also accepted the responsibility of indicating other needs, perceived

from the vantage point of analysts who, perhaps, have been able to see a

larger picture of some phenomena than those who are involved with them on

a day-to-day basis. A number of the recommendations only could have come

about through the year-and-a-half research experience.

The recommendations are divided under three rubrics: General Recommen-

dations, Recommendations Specific to Mexican American Youth, and Recommen-

dations for Further Research. It is recognized, of course, that this pro-

ject was exclusively oriented to Mexican Americans, and this fact cannot

but influence all recommendations of the first two categories to some de-

gree. As noted in the full report, however, there were instances in Which

total educational and community structures had to be seen in order to

place properly the situation of Mexican Americans, especially Mexican

American youth. And, as one looks at those recommendations directed to

the situation of Mexican American youth, with some modification, it is
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possible to envision their applicability to other minority groups or to

other socially and economically deprived segments of the general population.

The classification of recommendations under I or II is a matter of organ-

ization, not of content, for the substance of any statement may be seen as

possibly influencing others anywhere along the total array of recommenda-

tions in either category.

I. General Recommendations

A. Career Education

A major development which has attracted the attention and dedication

of many of those who have witnessed the growing gap between the educational

system and the world of work is career education. Without doubt, the need

for continuing study of the importance of career education and the need to

incorporate findings, whenever possible, into existent structures is af-

firmed. In regard to career education, the following recommendations are

made.

1. Occupational Information

Student respondents in this study were not fully informed about

vocational/technical alternatives, and the diffusion of information con-

cerning these alternatives was more informal than formal. Based on obser-

vations made in the field and through well-documented sources, it is evi-

dent that the critical period for school dropouts--especially for Mexican

Americans--is considerably earlier than the last three years of high school,

although this is the level of the school population from which almost all
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the respondents were drawn. We found that many students drop out of school

because they simply do not see its value as a vehicle to the world of work.

RECOMMENDATIONS

There is a neat need to staAt toted. cakeet. in6oAma-

tion as an integnated pant o6 the cuAhicutum catty 61

ptimany schoot and to netain this as t h t o6 cukAicuta

thkough oimany and secondary zchootz.

An essential pant o6 caAeeA iqonmation should in-

clude complete details, appropriate -to grade tevels,.o6

vocational /technical pnognartz and opportunities at secon-

dary and post-secondaty schootA in the community and in

the tout area.

2. Counseling

One of the most important ancillary training services is occupational

counseling. In this regard, it should be noted that a majority of all sampled

students, both VE and Non-VE, ranked a steady job at graduation as their most

inportant post-high school alternative. Furthermore, most in-school students

and VE graduates rank as their three most important problems in relation to

their post-high school plans,

--How to get a job,

--Where to look for a job, and

--The type of education and training needed for the specific jobs.

Even students who had dropped out of school felt strongly about

this, and put extremely heavy emphasis on the need for occupational infor-

mation. However, routine school counseling can be, and often is, a perfunctory
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activity: counselors are overburdened with bookkeeping chores and, typi-

cally, are assigned several hundred counselees. In the particular schools

surveyed, it appeared that most students required considerably more atten-

tion regarding career possibilities than could be handled in rapid, routine

sessions. There is generally a lack of adequate counseling staff and a

lack of adequate counseling time for each student. Of the graduates inter-

viewed, more than four out of ten found jobs on their own, approximately

four percent were helped by a school counselor, and none were aided by the

Texas Employment Commission.

Another part of the counseling problem is that counselors seem

have very little occupational information or awareness. This need is

typically not met in their university education, and the general require-

ment that counselors be teachers does not enhance their occupational knowl-

edge. There is little testing for aptitudes and interest in occupational

education areas and relatively little knowledge of the students' alterna-

tive post-high school vocational/technical opportunities. Many of the

students and graduates surveyed indicated that they were not encouraged to

go into vocational education by counselors and teachers. This lack of a

strong occupationally oriented training background on the part of counselors

and teachers adds to the difficulty of proper vocational education planning.

About half of the dropouts said that vocational education classes which

they wanted to attend were full, and almost a third said that they were

interested in courses which were available at other schools but not at

their own. Finally, there was a widespread feeling (from more than half of

the community respondents) that many Mexican American students were placed

in vocational education programs only because they were Mexican American.
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RECOMENDATIONS

Canea couaset.i.ng in EC.ch a stIong kdations1Lip i,5

dctN,toped between a student and his coun,se,tn--tuhae the

course on .bs tem a 6unctionany o 6 the ".sys tem" and mane

the advocate 06 the careen needs o6 a student--6hchad be

.ii tinted at tower grades and zhotted cont,i,nue through high

,schoot .so that a 6 tudent'. cuatenesis o6 the po.szibititie.s

in .the woktd 06 wo,th grows as he doe-s.

We 6eeC that the rtequ,iitement that counzetou eon

6Aom teacheil. Aanlys 6 houtd be etiminated, and tkaining in

occupational cowl's eting 6 liout.ci be made a n.equ,btemellt 60A.

6 econdany zchoot counzetoti.s on that such couivseto)o zhoutd

at Zeaot have occupaticnat couroding expeA,Lence.

Counzdou 6 hotted make 6 PeCiCd efi Oht6 to ttildeitZtalld

the zpeciat aens.itivLtiea 06 minoni.ty students..

Courzetonz aboard get out-qschoot ptacenient expet-

ience as noon as po6zibte. Summen eniptoyment wLth the

Texw Emptoyment Commizion, ankanged in cottabokation

with 6 Cii0Ot thA.Ct6 , might 6 uppey thLs expenience.

Cowysetonis 6 houtd wonk toutinety with placement peA-

6onnet, &special-Cy thoae 06 .the Texas Emptoymed Connizzion,

bon the puil.po6e 06 tezt.i.ng the ocisupationat inteitezt and

aptitude o6 4tudentis dev6:::;ping the,Ot. own occupationat

awarteneisa.
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Each counselor shouid endeavor to in6oAm himsetli

student 6eetings and attitudes as expressed in the report

o6 thiz and otheA analogous projects.

Innovative approaches to cke&L counseting shouLd be.

endorsed or inaugutated. Group counseting coned be o6

benait to att VE students, but expeciatty to disadvan-

taged minmity students. Trained group counzetou or

teachek7thainuo in group dynamicz and comet counseting

(as in the Group Guidance Program) could each many stu-

dents; and, more open and ikank discuzzion o6 cakeek pkob-

tom could be elicited than would be bound in routine

counseting sessions.

3. Work Orientation Course

Students in this survey expressed strong support for the idea of

inclusion of a special course in the high school curriculum which would

directly relate to problems of the world of work, specifically those prob-

lems related to seeking a job. As a whole, the first preference of stu-

dents upon graduation from high school was to find a steady job. Although

VE students felt more capable of finding a job, all students felt that

such pre-job-seeking preparation was important. Female students, especially,

expressed a strong need for this type of in-school orientation.

RECOMMENDATION

School systemsin conjunction with the Texas Emptoy-

ment Commihsion or with other placement agencies--showed

take the necezzaky steps in authicweum hevizion to inctude
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a jobseeking oepakatov COUAZe tcot o2i students. Thio

Aoutd be a tegitimate ckedit couroe, 6inanced by bunds

attocated bon vocationaVtechnicat ttaining.

4. Placement Services

The deficiencies of students in approaching the world of work,

their expressed desire for job-hunting preparation, their intent to enter

the labor market after graduation, and the unimpressive job history of VE

graduates, all point to the need for early placement counseling and place-

ment services. Traditionally, it has not been the function of secondary

schools to assist their graduates in obtaining employment. This is a

corollary to the assumed role of secondary schools as a gateway to college

and university work. (Interestingly enough, many colleges and universities

are very involved in job placement. Perhaps this grows out of the concep-

tion that in post-university alternatives, "a steady job" assumes a super-

ordinate priority, and that the university is the gateway to the better

opportunities within the labor force.) Those secondary schools which serve

the educational needs of minority groups or of poverty groups--as indicated

by the student respondents in this study who are both minority and afflicted

by poverty-- would do well to reconsider their services to the communities

from which they get their students. In this study, such students have

repeatedly shown their concern about opportunities for post-school jobs.

To educators sensitive to the needs of youth, the recognition that a young

person may wish to abandon the possibility of a brighter future goal in

favor of an immediate job is vexing, and the fact that many schools should

even facilitate such abandonment is disheartening. However, it is hardly
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a matter of debate. These young people are honestly expressing a need;

a need which generally is not met.

RECOMMENDATION

Sehoot zhoutd utabti,sh ptacement units

within high 4choo,L to assat.job-bound graduates and

dropouts to optimize whatevek poteatiat they may have On

the &bon makket. In Texas, a 4easibte appkoach woutd be

the cataboution o6 4choot di4ttict4 and toed o6Sice6

the Texas Emptoyment Commi.zzion 41n the cteation and

maintenance o4 in-schoot *cement units.

5. In-Service Training

The recommendations above could involve school officials, coun-

selors, school placement personnel, and, in no small measure, teachers.

The importance of teachers, especially of teachers in vocational education

programs, as resources to whom students resort for career guidance, occu-

pational knowledge, and job placement was well documented in this study.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Schoot diztniCt.6 4houtd initiate in-sekvice careen

and occupationat training bon theik petsennet.

Att. &Leh peksonnet showed be appkaised o4 the 4eding4

and attitude's o6 4tudent4 and 'showed be given a 4utt Chi-

entation to .the' changing tequ,i.nemen,t4 oi the &box makket

&catty and itegionatly, and they showed be made awake o4

the comptete /Lange o4 manpowek-ketated agencies, activities,
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and aenv.tees avaitabte to them, to 'students, to dkopowts,

and to g/Laduatez. With ouch in6mmation they ,shoutd cW-

cw and deveap new dimen,sion's within thei4 own notes,

as wet t as the poaibte e.stabU/shment o6 new tau, de-

voted to aissi4ting atudent6 into the wontd wo/Lk.

B. Organization and Planning

From a point of view which encompasses vocational/technical education

in the state as a whole and in the ten target communities specifically, 6

number of observations may be made concerning the organization and planning

of vocational programs. While many organizational and planning deficien-

cies have been encountered during the course of this project, some produc-

tive innovations have been seen, and some other possibly productive inno-

vations have been suggested. There are several areas, however, in which

many deficiencies were especially noticed.

1. Manpower

As expected, throughout the state and in the communities sur-

veyed most Mexican American workers are concentrated in blue-collar, low-

skilled, low-paying jobs. On the other hand, in every school district

surveyed, the Mexican American is over-represented in vocational education

programs. This could be of benefit in times of manpower crises, for if

vocational courses were designed to meet labor market needs over-represen-

tation could correct some of the labor force inequities. At the present

time, even though production agriculture and useful homemaking were left

out of available local data, the composition of the other courses taken

by disproportionately large numbers of Mexican Americans does not match

either local or state labor force trends.
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Generally speaking, the composition of vocational education

courses in all areas continues the pattern of inequity developed in the

labor force in that the Mexican American is far less likely to be enrolled

in white-collar courses--technical, distributive education or office edu-

cation--and far more likely to ')e over-represented in blue-collar courses

for trade and industry. Some over-representation in the blue-collar area

might be positive if the courses lead to entry level, apprenticeship, or

skilled jobs. Even so, substantial over-representation of the Mexican

American in trade and industry courses at the expense of white-collar

oriented courses is not in his best interest.

While recent trends in the allocation of vocational teacher

units indicate that the units devoted to vocational homemaking and vocation-

al agriculture constitute a smaller percentage of all vocational teacher

units than in the past, the absolute number of teacher units in each of

these areas has continued to increase. The increase in vocational home-

making has been substantial--from less than 1700 teacher units in 1963 to

more than 2400 teacher units in 1973.

Because the range of occupational training provided within the

trades and industries group is so broad, it is not possible to make a

sirgle general or inclusive statement concerning the appropriate level of

enrollment for this group. Each of the specific courses of instruction

should be evaluated individually.

In summary, in every school district surveyed, Mexican American

students are more likely than Anglo American students to be enrolled in

vocational education. While most of the developing job opportunities which
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can be related to vocational education are in white-collar occupations,

Mexican American students are more likely to be enrolled in vocational

courses which are inappropriate to developing better job opportunities and

which tend to perpetuate the inequitable distribution of better paying jobs.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A takga percentage 06 high schoot students need

to be exposed to vocational education.

The diztAibution 06 coutze 066eAing4 showed coincide

with job4 avaitabte in the Zocat .Gabon. market; on, when !oh

me not available in a local depressed area, with state of

regional labor market kequikementz. To achieve this, .there

,shoutd be a substantiat reduction in useliut homemaking and

agkicuttuke comsez and a substantial innease in distki-

butive education, olgice education, technicat, and health

cane courses.

Special elqoktz ,should be made to analyze the content

o6 blue calla/ job oppoktunitiez in the Zocat. labor market

in relation to the content oti tkade and industky courses to

ascatain which coAzez we mote tikety to Lead to skiteed

jobs.The use oivakiabtez such az cument and liutuke job

openings, oppoktunitiez bon advancement, compakative wage

scam, avatitabiLLty o6 appitenticezhip oppoAtunitiu, and

the match between tkaining and job openings, wowed aid in

estabtizhing tkaining pkiokities.

Each school di6tact shoutd produce a keadiLy avait-

abte, annual public document which ,should inctude the
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total number /Ugh .hoot student by mafc°a cducatix;la£

program and an ethnic keakdown 60.'t tho6c .studuts is

vocational education by inztAuctLonai catcgoties.

2. Vocational Education Record Keeping

The greatest difficulty met in the course of this project was

the lack of well-organized data concerning vocational education. At local

levels there were major deficiencies in record keeping. In sjme districts

a rule of thumb seems to have been to keep only those records which are

required by local, state, or national regulations, but not records which

could assist local districts in better evaluating the effectiveness of

their vocational programs. A case in point might be follow-up records for

vocational graduates. These records are, in many instances, flimsy and,

at times, inaccurate. It is possible to get a better idea of the post-

high school progress of many VE graduates by informally interviewing a

teacher who had helped train and place them, who keeps in touch with them,

and who may continue to assist them with subsequent job placements, than

by looking at partial, fragmented official records kept in a school office.

It is recognized, of course, that record keeping is an exponentially growing

responsibility for school officials, counselors, and teachers and that it

must be kept to manageable dimensions, or schools would float away in a

sea of paper. On the other hand, if vocational/technical education is to

have meaning as a truly viable secondary educational alternative, it must

be subjected to evaluation and scrutiny which, in most cases, can best be

accomplished by the inspection of carefully documented records. Much, then,

would depend upon the value a school district--or the community to which it

pertains--places on vocational/technical and career-education.
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We commend the recent attempts of the Texas Education Agency to

computerize some of this local vocational educational data at the state

level; however, it is still in a form which is difficult to use and re-

quires refinement. The frustration of evaluation is heightened, and the

difficulty of meaningful organization and planning is increased, when data

on courses and students in production agriculture and useful homemaking are

not even received from local vocational education programs. This much is

certain: the dynamics of vocational/technical education in Texas cannot

be well comprehended unless there is adequate record keeping on both local

and state levels.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Accurate data should be kept at .the Focal tent. On

att pugAamks, counsel, enkottments, and key sociodemo-

g4aphic in6oAmation on students .to be pkwanded .to the

Texas Education Agency bon computenization. These data

should encompass pAoduction aoicuttune, and useliut home-

making, PA &Lame to .include these data makes it impoa-

aibte to assess accutatety vocational education pu-

g/test, at &cat Zevets.

As an aid .to organization and peanning .there zhoutd

be maintained 4ottow-up Aeconds on VE graduates Ae-

ganding thein jobs and pay received and whether on not

.the joba weite tnaining-Adated. Comparable records on

Non-VE graduates and dkopoutz would atzo aid in an mt.-

uation o6 vocationa. programs.
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SchoeC distAicts shviLed icsit pt.6...-Litcs so that

evatuation (-);; vocational education ocg-iams can be made

on a ,.(egutat bas -is. The Texas Education Agcncy shooed

continue its c60A-ts to computze aft occatecnae edu-

cation ii:604mati.ca in a lo,-Lm which is eas.dy undmstand-

abee. and 4eadieg usabee.

3. Occupational Supply/Demand Data

Even when a local school district maintains full and accurate

records on vocational education, there are still organizational and plan-

ning problems because of the paucity of supply/demand data at the local

level. The Texas Employment Commission provides labor force data on an

industrial basis by Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA), and

there is a broad occupational breakdown contained in census data every

ten years, but there is no occupational demand data available on a con-

tinuous basis. In addition, virtually no attempt has been made to collect

occupational supply data on a state or local basis.

The data problem makes it difficult to check the student's per-

ception of what jobs exist against the reality of the job market. It is

difficult for planners to decide which courses to offer in the fields of

health care, data processing, cosmetology, and business, even when it is

known that, Non-VE students show a preference for courses in these areas.

It is not surprising, then, that three out of four community resporidents

in this project contend that vocational education courses prepare the

student for anything but the world of work. The problem is complicated

further by the fact that local school districts must rely upon statewide
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sources for this data, for they usually do not have the staff, time, or

competence to deal adequately with the problem.

RECOMENDAT7ONS

The 6indi.ngs o6 this ptoject cottobotate the tecom-

mendation contained in the ThLtd Annual RepoAt a6 the

Advisoty Councie 6ot Technicae-Vocational Education in

Texas that the State. Boakd o6 Education assign top ptiot-

ity to the design and imptementation 6.6 a supply /demand

in6o/unation system bon the state.

This data should be avaitabee An occupational cate-

go/Lies, btoken into many subheadings so that, bon exam*,

it As possibte to determine 26 a student with a vocation-

al education specialization in trade and .industry A

t=ined 6on a technicat, semiskilled, of skitted job, or.

perhaps has the necessity ttaining to become an ass.istant

on apprentice reading up to a s k illed position.

This system should be developed in cooperation with

ongoing e66otts o6 the Texas Employment Commission to

estabtish a better occupationat data base bon the state.

Local school distAicts shoutd coopetate by providing

come supply intiotmation and woding tomeey with the

Texas Emptoyment Commizsion to Mentz down occupationat

categoties to such an extent that Lt mitt be clean that

the vocational education student is training bon an existing

on developing job in the tome area ot £n the state.
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4. Course and Curriculum Orientation

Student responses to items in the A/B questionnaire and an inspec-

tion of current and projected labor market needs in the state, regions of

the state, and local communities should lead school districts to make modi-

fications in courses and curricula in order to respond to these insights

in current situations. Some examples are as follows:

a. Female Orientation. With the exception of programs in dis-

tributive education, office occupations, and home economics, the major

interest of secondary school vocational/technical education has been di-

rected toward jobs held by blue-collar males. This study has indicated

that Mexican American girls, perhaps the most tradition-oriented of female

youth in the state, are breaking with time-honored bounds upon women. By

inference, if these young women show signs of a new orientation, this may

be occurring with even greater vigor among Blacks and Anglo Americans.

Female respondents in this study indicated a strong preference for jobs

upon graduation, were very supportive of vocational education for all in

the schools, and were even more supportive of in-school job hunting pre-

paration than their male counterparts. In these instances, the responses

of male respondents were supportive and tended in the same direction.

Many of the school and community respondents felt strongly that female VE

students have been neglected in the overall organization of current high

school vocational education programs.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Young women wiish guatek acce44 to the .Cabot manket

and young men suppokt thi4 aoitation. Given .this aspiitation,
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and the changing t'aboA ma,thet, it 4.,5 mandatory that thae

be an expansion o6 cam5n it, distAibutive education,

°Wee education, and health cane.

There is also a need to devetop COU16CA 6oA

beyond those which woad peace them in the tuditionat

kmate emptoyment aiLeaz, inctud,ing cute- cuta which may

have been oniginatty viewed a- solely within the Ma.5W-

Uke pnovince.

b. Non-VE Students. When Non-VE students indicated their three

most important post-high school alternatives, one of these was post-secon-

dary vocational/technical education. They had not, however, been attracted

t' -,7:,.ational programs in high school. It bears mention, however, that

their orientation to jobs and to a job hunting course did not differ appre-

ciably from that of VE students.

RECOMMENDATION

Some 604m oti occupational okientation should be in-

cluded in the academic zecondaxy cutnicutum. Vocational

techaicat o66utitiga ,shoutd be expanded and bettek presented

to ant 6tudenta. 16 mote attnactive phogham6 were intu-

&teed at the zecondaky tevet, then mote ztudentz who me

concerned with thei4 ptace's in the awned o6 wank wooed

4etect vocational education.

c. Pre-Apprenticeship.. One of the best methods of entry into

better paying blue-collar jobs (as well as into other jobs where good

wages are protected through collective bargaining) is apprenticeship
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programs, Where a collective bargaining agreement exists, these programs

are generally administered jointly by labor and management. The programs

develop employability, guarantee a wage with regular increases while

serving an apprenticeship, and result in one's recognition as a skilled

worker upon completion. Apprenticeship training is combined with on-the-

job experience, the preferred preparation for skilled jobs. It is impos-

sible for vocational education courses alone to give a student status as a

skilled worker. Since some job-related training is already being done,

there is ample precedent for the high school vocational programs to include

still more pre-apprenticeship courses. A majority of the students inter-

viewed for this project had never even heard of apprenticeship programs,

only one out of ten parents
were union members, and none of the vocational

education graduates were currently enrolled in apprenticeship programs.

Union leaders involved with apprenticeship programs, on the

other hand, have reported to the project staff that there are not nearly

enough vocational students in courses related to skills in sheet metal,

electrical work, plumbing, and pipe fitting--all of which could lead students

into apprenticeship programs. Also, many high school students who do take

the tests for apprenticeship entrance appear to be deficient in the basic

mathematics that is required.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Joint tabors- management adta.)soky committeeis should be

eotabti6hed in &cat communitiu. Theise committem woutd

adviee vocationat education
admin,i.4tItatot:, o 6 the needs

and mientation4 o6 the amen,ticallee tnadm. Throe
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committeez zhoutd be broad -baked to .include appaentice-

hip comdinatou 6nom each taade 04 caalit with appaen-

ticezhip paogaams. Minmity aepaezentativez zhouid aso

be inctuded in orders to azzune pupa aepaezentation o4

ethnic gnouo in pac-apprentice zhip and appamticeship

wpm.
Appaenticez should be .included in careen day wtopans

in high zchootz along with .labors and management aepatsen-

tativez o4 advizoay committeez.

Houzbn haz a Mexican American aecauitek bon

building taadez appaenticezhip paogamm in okden to

encouaage Mexican American youth to apply and to aume

them equal opportunity 4oa admizzion. Vocationat educa-

tion adminiztAatoaz should dizcuzz the pozzibitity 06

minmity tLecituLteks with zimitaa gaoupz in °then citiez

zuaveyed in .this prof eel az welt az a the ztate az a whole.

Couitez Ahoutd be eztabtizhed in high zchootz, in

consulation with the appaenticeship advizoay committee,

which could zave ad pte-apoenticezhip expetience6 which

Lad directly .into 6onmat. appunticezhip worms. Theze

count e% zhoutd include enough mathematics ;such az ins

Aequixed in the 4kLelz .to which the counsez arse oriented

zo that ztudentz may better be able to path entaance

examinationz.
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CoanseCou within the enti'Ne school disttict shoad

advise. students 06 r,e-applchtccp bcgiah6t2

with i.n6oAmative, cateedentiying 5C,5,5icH5 61 the towel

okades. Th,Ls Aoad be bcpp i.wcgq berco-tc. students arc iii

h((.111 schoot...

d. Part-Time Students. Many disadvantaged students are faced

with a difficult decision as they reach maturity: to stay in school or to

help earn a living for themselves or to contribute to the family income.

This decision is often one of a yes-or-no nature. A middle ground where

dropouts may regain access.to vocational training is most often filled by

organizational programs other than the school. It is almost as if a stu-

dent first must be lost to the school before any attempt is made to rescue

him. Some school districts try to structure part-time .curricula to allow

the potential dropout to work while attending school, but these efforts

tend to be insufficient.

RECOMMENDATION

Mune vocationa pnogAams Aoad be insti-

tuted by ch.ce.t. listticts. There 6houtd be mote comptete

pnognams--espeLaty in vocationdgechnica areas-

which woued attow a student to continue with, an -to

an educationat pnognam which will prepare. him 6m

betten oppontumWeis in the Won u) that even

whiZe he must earn a Living he is Stitt in schoot.
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e. .
Innovative Approaches. General skills training and cluster

training often permit students to move more easily to a variety of jobs

upon graduation. Vocational training.after school in addition to a regu-

lar academic curriculum, such as the Vocational Opportunities in Current

Education (VOICE) program in the San Antonio Independent School District,

offers students an opportunity to learn skills to meet special needs of

their community in addition to their usual school programs. The Houston

Independent School District has created highly specialized secondary schools,

such as the High School for the Health Professions (in collaboration with

the Texas Medical Center) and the High School of Performing and Visual Arts,

which provide integrated "vocational" curricula while optimizing interests

and capabilities of students.

RECOMMENDATION

MOkC. innovative apptoac!u till mcationat/technicat

education need'to be developed and 4aL5tituted AeneveA

pasibte to maximize the potefttiat such pugums

cart °WA both 4tudentis and the,i,4 conr.mities.

f. Regional and State Labor Markets. Although a large number

of stuEnts have stated that they would not migrate, an even greater num-

ber noted that they would leave their home communities for better econo-

mic opportunities elsewhere.

RECOMMENDATION

School diztAiet, in evaeuating how wete they me pne-

patthg VE atudents ion eaboh demancts, showed Zook not only in
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that own comumities but atzo ,61 the entLte .tegion

po6,sa)ee job oppolaultaLn.

C. Post-Secondary Vocational/Technical Education

The second most important alternative
after graduation for VE students

and the third for Non-VE students was post-secondary vocational/technical

training. The students' preference was that this training be offered at a

junior or community college or at a technical institute located either in

their home community or close by. There are some implications in this

study, therefore, for involvement of junior colleges as well as secondary

school preparation for junior colleges.

1. Inter-School Cooperation

School counselors of both VE and Non-VE students often do not

have constant and reliable information about the courses, curricula, ex-

penses, out-of-school work opportunities, scholarships, and the advantages

and disadvantages of every junior or community college or technical insti-

tution to which they might refer students,

RECOMMENDATIONS

Saco junio)1 and communitH ccetege4 wte v,:then tocat

Oh tetatvety nexIby, couwelo,0 Acued .schedutc on- campus

Vis-its and devetop a continuing, ctou LLai4on with

cottege admintatots and in4tAuctou.

The coteegeis, on the others hand, 6houed hdp mgait-

ize vi6it5, zeminat, and qmiat tflItining RziPio c)it

the comsetou in theit ,tegLon to wJi.?ch eocat schoot di-

tkict6 wowed be teceptive and in which they woued coopetate.
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A conti_nui.ng neticc.J: should be mainta.bted o6 &tut.-

pmsonat mitacts and uttna.e. La,i.zon pA the bene6it

.the cotteges, the counseems, and, above dt, the students.

2. Early Information Dissemination

If occupational information as part of career education is intro-

duced in school districts at the lower levels, then post-high school

training alternatives could be easily introduced at the same time.

REEMENDATION

Information AegoAdUAg the liutt oecttum o6 post -high

6choot educational oppDttuaitiv 6houtd be atAoduced to

'students as soon as pvt,.:,sibte, empha6,ieing occupatanat

po6,sibititiez wh,i,ch may be opened .though tkaiming at

both juaLok and zeniot zottegez and univetsitiez

3. Inter-School Curricular Development

School districts skald evaluate not only how well they prepare

their VE students for the labor market, but also how well they prepare VE

students for post-secondary vorational/technical training. A sturtpnt from

a disadvantaged household or anxious to get a job cannot afford the luxury

of wasting time. The extra hours, semesters, or years required to be re-

trained in an area for which he presumably already haS been trained is not

only time consuming but depressing. It is unfair for a student to approach

a post-secondary training program with the idea that his high school voca-

tional education courses have prepared him for it when they have really

been inadequate in the judgment of the post-secondary institution.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

School di6tnicts ehoued wont,: with jdaion cottegez

where 6easibte, with univetzities as wett) in

aukkicutum development 4o that educatoks at both secon-

dary and highert tevetz can have a one neatistic ap-

pnaizat o6 the pek6okmance capabitities o6 students.

In communities where 6inanciat resources ape

Limited, on Acne duplication o6 capitat equipmmt might

be pkohibitive, neanby zecondany and post-zecondaky in-

ztitutionz showed catabokate with zchoot diztAicts in

the uze o6 avaitabte 6aciaties.

4. Inter-School Collaboration on Student Achievement

On this same order, school districts, junior colleges, and uni-

versities should study the flow of curricula from one to the other so that

a capable student has the option of moving from one level of technical

competence to the next with a minimum of wasted time.

RECOMMENDATION

Some vocationat/technicat education is teAminat at

the secondary tent., some at the pL t-secondary Levet,

and same at the univensity &vet; but, in a system that

pukpokts to maximize .the potential o6 itz ztudentz,

zu66icient oppoktunity slimed be pnovided by ate insti-

tutions oti teaming don students whose educationat az-

pitationz kise as they peach the camination o6 skitt and

hnoweedge oi each phiO4 Level.
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5. Priorities for Community Collegas

Student respondents, both VE and Non-VE, included post-secondary

vocational/technical education as one af their principaii alternatives after

graduation. (And, interestingly otaup,, so did students surveyed else-

where in state by the Texas: State Technical Institute.) The demands

on communi and junior colleges. appear TO De growing.

RECOMMENDATION

The Texas Education Agency and othe4 erotica o6

state govetnment conemed with vocationaVtechnicat

education 4houtd caAe6ge.y cons der:. the gkowing impoA-

tance o6 community and jan.LIt caUege4 in th44 mea.

Aelle appAopniate, expeciaa Avte &bolt 6o4ce demands,

both want and 6utme, 4.ndiclte speciatized needs may

be met by ouch colleges, h4 h- ptiaity 6houtd be given

to the expansion o6 po.st-u.ccAany vocatioaae-.tech nicat

phoghamS.

D. Communication

In this study, the network including students, parents, employers,

teachers, counselors, and administrators in the schools, and the community

--was found to have a number of gaps. Regardless of other factors which

may be present to create, sustain, and even widen such gaps, one factor

is always present: poor communication. It certainly appears evAent that

the network .cannot operate effectively unless these gaps are narrowed or

bridged.
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1. The Vocational Education Teacher

The role of the vocational education teo tends to be much

more than a teacher has already been mentioned. thin the school

system may diminish his importance, but within thaI. tF,.177. te is closest

to the VE student and, for some purposes, he is :Mon:. limited number

of Non-VE students who have not been under his ti;.te.e. H,e is, on the one

hand, a respected craftsman who knows his field znc.. th.e other.; a special

kind of teacher who is not stationed behind a leclua77.7-who works at the

side of his students and often instructs them on aalgone basis. There

is much to be learned from this relationship betweaerner and student;

and this is of special note when the student come ia deprived back-

ground. Not all of the aspects of the relationshil-c..-- -a duplicated by

others in the system, but the treatment afforded tii.,,:tuazat as an indivi-

dual can be. A student from a disadvantaged family uLL.,:11y approaches

school with some amount of anxiety and may be awed ty:size and imper-

sonal nature. He has little knowledge of, and littlEverience in, making

those overtures and sustaining those relationships with authoritarian figures

in the system which can diminish his anxiety and make the system approachable.

RECOMMENDATION

The 4y4teora authmitiez must /Leach out <t ,.studentZ

a4 do many vocationat education -teachers, Schoot

ciatz, coumeton4, and °then teacheu zhoutd make zpeciae.

e66oA,tz to theat ztudentz az individuatz. I. not, many

ztudentz uLf Aemain atien--'some may develop a.2uuine hods-

taity--t) a zyztem that suppozedty exizts 6u 1CA:A bel::-

bit; °them may aV. away and drop out.
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2. Parents

Parents, we found, were very supportive of their children's edu-

cation; yet they participated very little in those school activities de-

signed for them, and they rejected opportunities to visit the school. At

the same time, students noted that parental influence in school-centered

decisions was quite imrortant. There is an obvious incongruence here.

Parents are supportive of a process and help make decisions in that process

even though they are poorly informed. Schools, it would seem, have an under-

utilized but true ally in parents. Greater effort should be made to cement

this alliance. Since parents seem to be unable or unwilling to move toward

the schools, the schools should move toward the parents.

RECOMMENDATION

Teacher visitation pkogkamz, neighbonhood educational

awakenezz gkoupz, home Ottow-up pkogkamz in minotity

akeas (such az the MeLican Ammican Student Parent Invave-

memt Pkogkam in Houston), teachek-pakent and counzetok-

pakent 6o4mat meetingz reviewing the pkogkezz.and the

pkozpectz bon ztudentz,' and otheA education:it outuach

.techniques zhoutd be used to incokpotate pakents into

the pattekn ob zchoot Ube, to allow portents to zee

6choo.t pubt.ems as coutemiez ob thein own, and to in-

ctude them az co-pan ticipantz in decizions that aiiiect

the 6ocat group bore both pakentz and zchoae peAzonnet:

the chadAen.
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3. The Community

Communication often seems to be minimal between school systems

and the greater community, notably between school systems and employers

who are, or should be recipients of the products turned out by vocational

programs. Some employers noted that the schools are training students in

programs not oriented to the changing industrial and service needs of

their communities. Many students are being trained for occupations for

which there is already an excess of applicants; and other positions go

begging because there are not enough trained workers to fill them. There

is a definite need for greater direct liaison between those who prepare

students for entry into the labor force and those who determine the compo-

sition of the labor force. Several kinds of advisory committees have

been utilized to varying degrees in school districts. There are craft

advisory groups which have employers as members, but they relate to only

one craft. There are program advisory committees, bUt members largely

promote a particular program, such as distributive education. There are

advisory councils which may have wide community representation. However,

none of these committees is typically broad-based, concentrating major

employers and placement personnel in one entity.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Advi)sony committee's to ischoot tep4esenting

ate majors emptoyeks and ptacement pasonnee in the tocat

meaz 'showed be utabLbshed.

There. committeez 6houtd cusbist the 6choot :systems in

keeping abkea6 Zocat &bolt marrket conditionz and ,sticiutd
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4ecommend the 411tLoduction o6 coutscs woued give

a ,o.eateA nambek (16 vocatonat educatioil students the

quaU6ications needed ,jot emptoymmt upon gudiation pLom

high schoot.

These commit-ten .shoutd seAve as majors communication

?,inks baaran emp.Coyets, communtz, pa,tents, and 4.tu-

dents conceved tath succe/ss6ue ent4y into the Caton makka.

4. The Image of Vocational Education

Without doubt, one of the greatest problems confronted by voca-

tional education is its own image. Both truth and myth contribute to this

image. For many years vocational education programs were seen as the

dumping ground for those students who had difficulty keeping up with

college preparatory programs in high school, not as truly viable alterna-

tives for sound students who desired occupational education. as well as

academic and social skills. Many members of minority groups, or those of

a disadvantaged background, think that school systems force young people

into vocational programs not only to escape the responsibility they owe

the students, but perhaps to oppress them. This negative image of voca-

tional education is encountered in every sector of the minority community

and can be found among students themselves. Both VE students and Non-VE

students think that vocational education is not suited for bright students

but is better suited to students who have to make a living, who are realis-

tic and practical, who are poor, who cannot do well in an academic program,

and who come from a minority group.

School systems must devote considerable energy to improving the

image of vocational education. Changing the name of vocational education
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--to occupational education, for example--may be a first step, but it might

not be a step forward at all. By whatever name, if such programs are not

afforded the same dignity as other secondary programs or given a very

special dignity of their own, they will remain inadequate in the public

eye. If the interpretation of qualified educators is correct, we are cur-

rently producing many more college-bound secondary school graduates than

either the institutions of higher learning or,ultimately,the labor force

can absorb.

RECOMMENDATION

The geneutey had viav that all studeats ishoued

putsue college pnepa/Lato/Ly studies must be chanted, and

the vocationa education atanotive, with it's image de-

voted, shoad be st/tessed, This ,(115 not mekcey a device

to change and enhance the pLcttvu o6 vocatioaa educa-

tion, but a accessmy tuAn e6 eventA schoot systems

ane to meet the nee& us society.

II. Specific Recommendations

All general recommendations have been developed from this study of

Mexican American youth and bear directly upon their situation, but they

are also general in that they are applicable to other groups. There are

some recommendations stemming from this study, however, which relate more

specifically to Mexican Americans.
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A. Retardation of Educational Achievements

Post-secondary education at either the junior or senior levels was

among the major post-high school choices of the Mexican American students

in this study. Yet, Mexican Americans are very poorly represented in

universities in the state and, except in regions of the state which are

overwhelmingly Mexican American, are under-represented in junior colleges

and technical institutes. There is a wide chasm, it would seem, between

aspiration and realization.

R ECO AIM ENOATION

The reXCI.5 Education Agency, a)s wee.2 as

cat,i o nat and ,5 eccmciany e.clucati o I Lat y6tem , into t evacuate

the. 5acto (Vitl.C.If etatci the edacaVp nat achievements o

lexican Ainnican youth aliten they Zeave high ochooi.

B. Spanish Language

Students in our VE sample were strongly in support of the use of both

Spanish and English in classroom instruction, for they thought that the use

of Spanish would be of benefit to them. Both student samples endorsed the

idea that fluency in both languages was desirable. If the effective educa-

tion of young people is more important to an educational system than un-

swerving retention of policies which may retard educational progress, school

systems in predominately Mexican American areas, or with sizable numbers

of Mexican American students, should initiate a bilingual approach in voca-

tional education courses. This same approach might be considered for other

appropriate courses in secondary curricula.
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RLCOZENDAT1ONS

Teachins shcuLd iict reviitted toe Sroniah

in the clam- Loom but shouid be. 1.:01cmpted ti' 5o.

Teaching matetaLs and aids in both Spallih and

Engtish shoutd be equatta avai:.abIc. (lo use at the orticti

teachen.s and 6tadents.

In some I'Leas and 601 some students (('ow achevets

balawc uh tanguage oubteno), the 6undameatat' taquacie.

06 iasttuction might be Spanish- -kith En(jfi.sh used

(yat. _supptemeativ and ittustAative pmpose.s.

C. Bicultural Courses

Mexican American students face an Anglo American educational system

with a battery of disadvantages
ranging from deficiencies in the English

language to deficiencies in knowledge of elemental social skills. More

often than not, they are rebuffed for their differences and they become the

targets of some who want to "Americanize" them. A net effect on the student

may be that he is not just considered different,
but labeled second class.

This hardly enhances his self image or his ''gnity. Unfortunately su,1

antidignifying attitudes lre found in edt. ational systems.

RECOMMENVATION

School 40tem6 ,shoutd be awaAe (16 the diicatio

o kying to come to gtio with two caturtm and take

mea4une6 to countetact them in ohdea to optimize the

.p0tentiat 06 Mexican Amehican Ltudeds. Bicuttutat

COUkSe5 *Leh give a Ataistic pontnayae o the Mexicaa
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American expetience ia the United States coaCd hap stu-

dent both to be awate e6 and plead q, the impact .(.6

the,iA peopte cn the devaopment 06 theit nation, the4A

state, and theit commity. The dank pages c)

antagonism, deAamation, and incjudice shonid be .inctuded,

as these, too, contt&ite to the studees histoticat

petspective and to the undastand,ing o5 hi,s own peoptc

and o;f other ethnic guys among whom he tive,s.

D. "Dumping" of Students

The over-representation of Mexican American students in vocational

education lends credence to the charge that they are dumped into these

programs. Furthermore, their over-representation in blue-collar related

courses and under-representation in white-collar related courses results

in a continuation of inequitable labor market patterns.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The diltAibution o6 VOCatiOnd COW0C4 .taken by

Mexican Amekican students 4houtd not 0114 coincide with

devetoping jobs in the &cat and state .Gabon ma/a:az, but

atzo shwa contkibute to gaining Mexican Ammicanz an

equitabte haAe o6 bettek jobs.

Mexican Amekican /students should be made comptetay

awake ob the entiAe range educational choice's at each

stage oti theiA educational career and shoutd be able to

setect any p/LogAam bon Which they ket quaWied.
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Those advis.ing the. Mexican Ancticaa student should

do so as Ptiendty and intetested guides who assist him

to teatize lyeasate anilitions and avoid pitOte.s, and

not as Latinate voices e6 authotity who "know what

best bon the. student."

E. Role Models

Mexican American youths seldom have role models who are considered

successful by society. Parents are poorly educated; fathers are typically

at the lower rungs of the occupational pyramid; most of the other adults

in their neighborhoods reflect the disadvantages seen in parents. Highly

successful Mexican Americans who could be role models may be socially and

physically remote from the barrios and colonias.

RECOMMENDATION

School systems 4houtd seek to bind 'tote modets both

6koffwithin and without the battio4--Mexican Ame,tican,s

whose background, histony, and education have panaLexted

those o6 the students, but who have now achieved some

degree ob obsenuabte success. It woad be ideat gitad-

uxi pLom the same schools attended by students could be

included in special school ptogtams and could be (wait-

abte to students bon individuat consuLtation.

F. G,p_en Carders

A particular problem affecting the labor situation in border cormunities

is that of the "green carders,' Mexican nationals who are permitted to work

in the United States. In many border cities, the bulk of the labor force
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consists of green. carders. Historically, these Mexican nationals have

worked for less wages than their American job rivals. Today, the wage gap

is much narrower, but it still exists to the detriment of United States

residents, for large numbers of green carders still seek and gain employ-

ment in the United States. Some community informants indicated that

Mexican nationals often worked harder, were more reliable, and were better

trained than most Americans who apply for the same jobs. If this is true,

then vocational educators are faced with some very special challenges.

RECOMMENDATION

Schoot systems (acing the boitdeA must evaCuate the,&'L

v(;2,ationaCitechnicat. oogAams as vehicteis o6 pAemLati.on

o6 their young people C''L the job matket in competition

with gkeen carders. Vocati.onaC pugaams in .the bo4det

'legion must be not ody adequate, but considetably Letters

than adequate, i6 .theirs g4aduatm ake .to compete 6UCCC66-

6aly with green tandems. Innovations in twining pu-

gnam gtoutd be initiated so that gkaduates can obtain

emptoyment 4.11. occupations in which 6ew gteen catdem ate

t40,b1Cd o' ate otheweise quaNied.

G. Agricultural Migrants

Many Mexican American families in South Texas earn their minimal incomes

by following the agricultural migrant streams. In most instances, migrant

labor is a family affair, and the net income to a family is in proportion

to the number of hard working able bodies that can be placed in the field

or in the processing, plant. The migrant season may begin in late February
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and continue through November, although the season is usually shorter.

Young adult members of the family are often removed from school long

before the end of one school year and do not return until well after the

next has started. For younger children, or for children who require basic

academic skills, provisions are sometimes made--however spottily--for

school continuity up the stream. For older children, or for children who

are in specialized programs, such as vocational education, there is seldom

the opportunity for continuity, and they must face the year-by-year conse-

quences of falling behind.

RECOPWENDATION

Schoot systems showed make special elloats to sr. e.

that chitdaen ol migaant laxities aac not pealtized.

Innovative approaches must be bound to combat this ptob-

tem. Possillitities indude intemive mae-up work beloae

and alter the mioant season; ptanning Son continuity

though the cottabnation o6 educational agencies up the

stream who can ass.ist in keeping the VE students lum

lacing behind .school; perhaps subsaizing lam ties

so that they can ateow theia chitdaen to main in R.hout

untie the spaing team is OVeh and to utuan in time 04

the bait teml.

H. Bilingual Local Associates

It was the policy of this project's staff to augment its personnel in

all communities by contracting local individuals to assist, principally as

interviewers and administrators of instruments, and also as community
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consultants and guides. They were typically of the same minority group as

the target population, they were completely bilingual, and many of them

were role models who had boot-strapped themselves out of poverty but had

not divorced themselves from their ethnic communiHes. These local assoc-

iates gave legitimacy and validity to local efforts on the one hand, and

gave direction and stwort to project efforts on the other.

RECOMMENDATION

P,tojects and ptogtano deaUng with ethnic minokitie

zhoutd use Zoca.e bicuetutat! azzociatcs who can zetve as

e66ective .ii teuediati.e,s between -Such endeavotz and the

mi.no,tity communities. These petzonnet 'showed he abC.e to

ideltWy with the goaC4 o6 a ptoject az wet as with the

poputatioll the ptoject desitez to teach.

III. Recommendations for Further Study

In the development and execution of this project certain objectives

first thought to be attainable had to be modified. This prevented super:

ficial analyses and kept the project from involvement in commitments impos-

sible to meet under the constraints of limited funds, personnel, time, and

facilities. The assignment of some objectives to lower priority does not

indicate that they were of lesser value. Many still are c:f great value,

but require individualized, special attention, and the organization of

efforts specifically designed for their attainment.

In the minds of both the formulators of the present project and the

funding agency, some objectives were seen, from the beginning, as logical

follow-throughs after this project had been completed.
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As this project progressed, other needed areas of research were encoun-

tered, many having been generated by the suggestions of local contacts, (op

sultants, Advisory BP,rd members, interested colleagues, and project stiff

Areas of application of findings of this report were also brought to light.

The present project has begun the establishment of a data base for the

understanding of areas of vocational/technical education previously only

poorly understood. The following recommendations are intended to indicate

where and how this data base may be broadened and how it may be utilized.

A. Comparative Studies

The present research effort has provided a means for better understanding

Mexican American youth in vocational education in Texas. There is no com-

parable data base for the other major ethnic minority group in the state:

Blacks; nor, for that matter, is there a comparable data base for the domi-

nant Anglo American population.

RECOMMENDATION

Fan a butter and make compuhenave undeutanding

youth in vocationat education at the .secondary teat in

th.4 istate, compatedge atudiez o6 Btach and Anglo Arne/titan

youth axe nect/sza/ty. The pitment istudy, ptaz these addi-

tionat atudia, eoutd pnovide the educationat community

with inpamation vitae t4 ptanning lion the 6utuke o6

vocationat/techn/cat education in the 4tate at all tevets.
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B. CatLerObjectves Women

The particular nature of our times wherein we are witnessing profound

changes in the roles of women in our society--indications of which were

certainly seen in this study--prompts the suggestion that there exists a

great reservoir of poorly utilized talent and vigor in''Young women. Many

of their needs could be better served through vocational/technical educa-

tion than through other educational programs.

RECOMMENDATION

The specLal careen objectivez o6 young women in the

state showed be studied as well. as whine and how voca-

tionatJtechnicat education can best meet these needs.

C. Lower Grades

In this project, the in-school concentration was with students in

their last three years of high school who were already committed to grad-

uation. It must be remembered, however, that the greatest number of minor-

ity youth who drop out of school, or who are forced out of school, do so

by the eighth or ninth grade--before making this commitment. What are the

career aspirations of minority children in elementary school before so many

drop out? Needless to say, a special challenge exists in the creation of

instrumentation which might adequately reflect the attitudes of younger

minority children. Attitudinal and aspirational patterns of those who stay

in school and those who drop out of school are rooted in their earlier views

of themselves and their futures. The need to identify this self-view at

an early stage is obvious.
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Ro!!'lf'XATIC'

stAy 06 the
..,zted

.tepnt, Ath specLatO designed
(at(:on,

should be sport ned Don students the touTA gAadm.

D. Feedback

The prEe0 study, with 4ecia1 4alyses -fl& each of the target

communiti*, cod prove to be of great value in these communities for

teachers, school administrators, counselors, and placement personnel. In

every community surveyed those who collaborated with the research staff or

who learned of the project expressed strong desire for feedback. This was

not only a wish to "see how we stack up," or, in a few cases, to calm anxi-

eties, but an honest request to be info!-Fe i z7F. ,!eality. Many of those who

have giv17,n information ztis proje:-t take action to remedy

o,ftl situations in their home communities using project data as points

of departure.

RECOMMENDATL

The project z466 zupponh e_cdback to toed commun-

Ltin, and suggests the .teatLon. a 6MiCh 06 in-seuice

serni.naitz and institutu in tome. ,connuatities 40 th,it each

commuaty may coseiss how its students, oaduat, dA0p-

outs, paitents, maotity teadets, etc. evatuate it4 voca-

ti.onat/technicat pogkas14. T1ti shocked be tied in with

the &Ica and state tabors matket wtiefttation o6 . teachers,

coumsetou, and *cement pasonnee.
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E. Occupational Supply/Demand Data and Models

The relative inadequacy and fragmented nature of available data e

occupational supply/demand assessment and prediction difficult if not im-

possible in most communities. In the course of this study, attempts have

been made to rectify this lamentable situation. Data have been accumulated

and beginnings have been made in the possible creation of models of supply/

demand prediction.

RECOMMENDATION

The awzlz atteady begun in data accumutation and

p4epatation Son the constAuction o6 suppEy /demand modeh

.shoutd continue as an individually 6unded cot which

care wtovide the tatget communities and otheA simitan

communities with the kind o6 data mgentty needed to make

vocationat/technicat education 'save that needs.

F. Junior and Community Colleges

Today, junior and community colleges have become major sources of post-

secondary vocational/technical education. In some areas, the colleges have

moved into training that formerly was handled in vocational programs at the

secondary level and in post-secondary trade schools in the private sector.

The views, aspirations, and problems of minority students in post-seconday

educational programs are important and will be even more important in the

future. The evaluation of minority contribution and participation in voca-

tional/technical education in junior and community colleges is needed.
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RECO,ENDATIONS

A study simdaA .6 the oesent study should be Nac

of miivlity youth in post-scconday occaticaaUtechn.icai'

education.

The ketatioftskip c pcst-secondaty vccati.cnaCitcch-

nicat education to the needs c the fabc4 ma,tket shoutd

be spec,aCty evacuated.

G. Green Carders

In South Texas and along the Mexico-United States border, the use of

Mexican national green carders has had a profound effect upon the entire

structure of the labor market. As brought out in this report, there are

problems encountered by graduates of vocational/technical programs as they

compete for jobs with these Mexican nationals.

RECOMMENDATION

There shoutd be a speciat study dedicated to the

nelationzhip o6 vocational. education puytams and .their

student to the green card paobtem in South Texas and

othe4 bonder meas.

H. Development of Instruments

During the course of this survey in local school districts, many coun-

selors and teachers expressed great interest in Form A/B (in-school VE and

Non-VE students). They felt that such an instrument, or a similar one modi-

fied for self-administration, would be of decided assistance to them in

individual counseling and evaluation of students. The information derived
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from such an instrument could not only help counselors but could also help

administrators in conducting district-wide evaluations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A comptetay seffadmi.nsteited instAwnent, based

upon Fun A/B, .Aoutd be deoetopeci :cok easy me by Coca

,schooe disttict petoonnet (i.e., that coact be manuatty

o' machine pkoces.sed). Such an iftstAment woad ,lequiite

prLe-testing and neAming betcoAe i.t could be used e66ec-

tixeXg.

As a cokottam suggesti.va, a package. coued be devel-

oped contacting net ouAy Eau A/6 but modiiied veksolDs

06 aL inquments used. in .this pkoject dot se,e6-.study

and 4e,C6-evauation by tocat communities.
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